
Easy Scenic
Longer, gentle run; takes you to Painter Boy
Lift with access to Umbrella Bar and some of
CB's most famous views

Exit Silver Queen to the rightHouston

Bumps
(Learning)

A little out of the way, but ideal for
practicing your bumps without too many
witnesses

Black Eagle Exit the East River Lift to the right

Bumps
(Advanced)

This is serious mogul skiing. The only
drawback is that you are right under the
chairlift - the temptation to show off may
affect your performance!

Exit East River Lift to the right and
switch back under the chair

Resurrection

Longest
Enjoyable 2.6 mile groomer from the Peak to
the East River. Once there, try some of the
runs to the lookers left off of The East River Lift

Take Silver Queen to the top and exit
to the right

Peak to Treasury

Groomer
A great place to practice your carving, esp.
since some of the slopes further up can be
crowded (by CB standards!)

Exit East River lift to the left, ski to the
bottom of the hill and turn right
(watch for folks coming from the
skier's left)

Lower Treasury

Starting Out
At the base of CB, this is where every
beginner will make their first turn

Base area, take the Peach Tree chairHigh Tide

Steeper 
Groomer

Work up some speed here; If you get bored
of the groomer, try the bumps on the right
of the slope to mix it up

Exit Silver Queen to the right; follow
Ruby Road to the end

International

Glades 
(Steeper)

Discover different lines and work your way
in and out of the trees here. Stay to the
skier's right for the trees (Double Top
Glades has less trees)

Gully Glades
Area

Exit East River Lift to the left. Leave
the rescue hut (with the avalanche
dog) on skier's right and dive in to
the trees

Chutes

Usually one of the first true Double Blacks to
open for the season. TIP- don't ski fresh
powder here - there are a lot of hidden
rocks - let those who know it go first!

Stay to the skier's right of Paradise
Bowl, along a short cat route.
Scope it from the Paradise Lift
(literally at Pole 11) to make sure
you are up for it

Tower 11 Chutes

Journey

Once you're made it here, funnel down into
a 20 ft wide corridor with a massive 100 ft
tall rock formation skier's right before
opening out again on to sunset ridge

Take the Silver Queen and access the
Banana High Entrance from just
beow the lift; then follow the long
(and scary) traverse to Funnel - If
you're nervous by the time you get to
Flatiron, bail there, the entrance to
Funnel is much harder

Funnel

Steep & Deep
(w/ hiking)

It's hard to choose - Third Bowl and
Spellbound are phenomenal but Teocali
remain our favoite. There are so many lines
to ski - Main Street, Town Park,  Wolf's Lair

Take the High Lift Poma and hike up
to the bench just above Duey's Run;
also be ready for the 15-20 min hike
out

Teocalli Bowl

Snow cat groups depart daily from the town
of CB. Not cheap, but well worth it. One of
the largest cat skiing areas in the US and
the area receives 5x as much snow as CB
mountiain - a once in a lifetime exprience

Reserve a space on the cat with Irwin
Guides

"Cat Skiing"Fresh Powder
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